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o’phee trailers

simply trailers
With simple ideals and steadfast design, O’Phee Trailers has cemented its position in the
market and built a reputation as solid as its trailers. Gary Worrall writes

T

here is an oft-repeated saying when it
comes to describing the needs and wants
of the Australian transport industry —
‘keep it simple and build it tough and make
it right’.
Industry stalwart Mick O’Phee who started
O’Phee Trailers with his wife Sharon, says
they have always stuck by their credo of
building high quality, well-engineered semi
trailers.
He says it was definitely the way to go, with
O’Phee Trailers now producing three to four
units each week, and as much as 80 percent of
what they do is for repeat customers.
But do not for a minute mistake simplicity
of operation for a lack of technology — there
is plenty of leading-edge work going on all
the time.
“We can mass produce a standard build
trailer, with a lot of repeats, but we still have
the flexibility to customise a design for the
individual needs of a client,” Mick O’Phee
says.
“We can tailor the design to a specific
freight task or need, and we can change it
quickly, this is where we excel.”
While O’Phee does not exactly boast about
working in the transport industry for over 40
years — something about it ageing him —
he says there is no escaping he knows his way
around trailer design, after starting as a boiler
maker.
Sharon O’Phee can hold her own with
anyone on anything semi trailers related. She
has a unique ability to absorb information
quickly and channel directives through to
administration, the factory or service and
repairs.
“We have an excellent team, they work well
together, we believe that a business is nothing
without quality people, and we certainly are
fortunate to have a full compliment of quality
people within our business and that’s what
makes a difference,” she says.
“For example our production manager and
engineering manager have worked together
for over 20 years, our admin control and
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